greenhouse structures

What’s Happening With

Structures?

For most growers, the greenhouse structure is the largest investment in their
business, so it is critical to select the right greenhouse type for their respective needs.
Read on to find out what is being offered from today’s greenhouse manufacturers.

By Jasmina Radjevic
very year, GPN corresponds with
greenhouse manufacturers to find out
what new trends are happening in
greenhouse structures. Weather and
climate, energy costs and the
world economy all help determine what
growers purchase from structure manufacturers. Although trends have not
changed drastically in the past year,
there is still a great deal of structure
information that growers and manufacturers are talking about.
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Offering A Roof Menu
Several years ago, open roofs were
introduced to the industry and have only
grown in popularity. Now there is more
variety in the applications of these roofs.
“The open roof is by far the biggest movement in our industry,” said Jeff
Warschauer, vice president of sales,
Nexus Corporation. Now that open roofs
have been around for some time, manufacturers are beginning to experiment
with them. There are many different
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styles of open-roof greenhouses for different
applications, according to Warschauer. “And that
certainly eliminated the need, in most cases, for
cooling fans,” he said. Variations of the open-roof

greenhouse are also available through some manufacturers. While many companies offer only the
100-percent open roof, there has recently been
some competition among companies getting into
half-open and quarter-open roofs, said
Warschauer. “All those are different
price points, and so it gives [growers] a
menu in the world of open roofs — an
opportunity to look at different options.”
“When you have a 100-percent openroof house, you have a lot of drive
mechanisms and a lot of steel in the roof
to operate all those opening roofs,”
explained Warschauer. “So if you do
maybe a half-open roof, what we call an
atrium, then you’re opening 50 percent
of your roof.” He said he has seen
almost the same humidities and temperatures in half-open roofs as full-open
roofs. Using half-open roofs eliminates
half of the gutters, which, in turn,
reduces the number of shadows, and
vent-drive mechanisms, said WarTop: Natural, open-roof ventilation is an energy-efficient and practical system for
schauer.
This all relates to cost savings.
greenhouse production. (Photo: Cravo Equipment) Bottom: Half-open roofs offer some
Most growers know that the price to 
of the same benefits as 100-percent open-roof greenhouses. (Photo: Nexus Corp.)
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run an efficient greenhouse is not shrinking,
especially with high energy costs, and it is
imperative to cut costs where they can.

Dealing With Climate
Everyone in the growing business is well aware
of weather’s effects on greenhouse production.
Southern growers may be looking for something
radically different than Northern growers,
according to Chuck Sierke, sales manager for
Cravo Equipment. “It’s not just north and south.
There are so many microclimates in the country,”
he added. So every greenhouse project needs to
be looked at carefully and given special attention.
This winter’s freezing temperatures in
California, New Mexico and Arizona, states that

traditionally have warmer climates, have caused
problems for growers. According to Sierke, most of
the greenhouse growers in these areas have been
able to get by without frost protection. “With the
recent ice and snow storms that have been going on
through the southwestern part of the country, a lot
of growers lost their inventory,” explained Sierke.
Sierke shared a story about one grower in
Arizona who invested in a 300x216-ft. flat-roof
house a few years ago and added several heaters.
What seemed like a somewhat large investment at
the time actually saved his business. “Everyone else
was basically out of business, and he saved $500,000
worth of product he had in inventory,” said Sierke.
Another climate-related solution manufacturers
offer is protection against hurricanes. Many growers

in Florida and nearby areas are looking at
retractable-roof greenhouses because they allow
wind to blow through the structure, said Sierke.
According to Cravo, Kraft Gardens, Ft. Pierce, Fla.,
and Michael’s Nursery, Boynton Beach, Fla., retracted their greenhouse roofs and walls before hurricanes hit, and neither operation sustained damage
to the roof covering or drive system. Consequently,
they were able to protect their crops from sunburn
by closing the roofs the following day.

Working With Nature
High energy costs absolutely have a great
effect on the green industry as a whole. As for
growers, dealing with these costs affects the
bottom line the more the investment goes up.

Left: For many growers, a retractable roof offers protection for their crops in times of extreme weather conditions. (Photo: Cravo Equipment) Right: Greenhouse manufacturers are using different types of
coverings to offer options for various applications and climatic conditions. (Photo: Nexus Corp.)

Save 20% on your fuel costs

with the GreenGro™ Greenhouse Heater
from L.B. White

nurture. grow. thrive.
Where relationships are cultivated,
ideas are realized and businesses thrive.
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Only Direct-Fired heater CSA certified for use in greenhouses
10 year warranty against heat chamber corrosion
CO2 generation
Superior heat circulation compared to indirect-fired heaters
DYNAMIC PLANT PACKAGING AND GROWING SYSTEMS

QUALITY

Quality heaters you can count on.
W6636 L.B. White Rd., Onalaska, WI 54650 I (800) 345-7200 I (608) 783-5691 I www.lbwhite.com
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Landmark Plastic Corporation • 1331 Kelly Avenue • Akron, Ohio 44306
Phone 330.785.2200 • Fax 330.785.9200 • www.landmarkplastic.com
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“The more energy efficient you try to make
your structure, the more costs you end up
putting into your capital costs,” said Bill Vietas,
commercial division manager, Rough Brothers.
This is just something all growers must take
into consideration when putting up a new
greenhouse, though, because in the long run,
growers can save a good amount of money off
the electric bill, said Sierke.

Warschauer agreed: “We are in the industry
of beauty and natural resources, so we should
look at it and question, ‘What could we do that
would be more ecological and more energy
friendly?’” He sees a trend in sustainability in
the future. With awareness of sustainability
increasing, manufacturers are trying to develop
more ways for growers to be more sustainable
through their businesses. GPN

Jasmina Radjevic is associate editor of GPN. She
can be reached at jradjevic@sgcmail.com or (847)
391-1004.
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Open-air greenhouse

This greenhouse has widespaced tempered
glass using a low
infiltration glazing system. It
uses natural ventilation in the
roof and walls.
The ventilators also have insect screens. Design
concepts are available in glass or hard plastic.
Winandy Greenhouse Company. (765) 935-2111.
Write in 1444

This retractable Aframe greenhouse is
designed to protect
crops from excessive
rain, cold and heat.
The greenhouse works
for year-round growing in warmer climates or seasonal production in colder climates. It
can be designed for up to 15 lbs. per sq.ft. of
snowload and a 110 mph windload. Cravo
Equipment. www.cravo.com (888) 738-7228.
Write in 1432

The Open Air allows
maximum light and
ventilation. It increases
airflow and is able to
be partially open in
rain and snow. The
Venlo-style peak offers
easy reglazing with
double polyethylene;
reglazing needs are eliminated when glazed
with tempered glass. The rack and pinion drive
system minimizes maintenance. Standard and
custom widths are available. The Open Air is 

LearnMore
For more information related to this
article, go to www.gpnmag.com/lm.cfm/gp040702

One tip per month.
Thousands of beautiful plants per year.
Beautifully strong plants stand out in a crowded market.
Syngenta ornamental tips can help you give your plants
even more of a competitive edge. These free tips add to
the knowledge and planning that you already put into
your plants’ growth. We want to help your plants develop
rich colors, sturdy stems, and strong root systems.
Simply e-mail tipofthemonth@sgcmail.com for the
Syngenta Tip of the Month.
©2007 Syngenta. Syngenta Professional Products, Greensboro, NC 27419.
The Syngenta logo is a trademark of a Syngenta Group Company. syngentaprofessionalproducts.com
Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc. does not make any warranties as to the speciﬁc performance
of plants under any of the conditions represented in this photograph.
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